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Model: Prohibited Content 
 

Several types of images with prohibited content can be catched: 
weapon: alcohol and tobacco: medicie. That is how they were tested 
together with the corresponding text model. 
 
Set 1: images from ”clean” ads that are free from prohibited content 
and were not rejected by any reason. 
Set 2: images from ”missed” ads: those ads were rejected by 
moderation but were not labeled by text model as prohibited 
Set 3: images from ”caught” items: items that were rejected by 
moderation and also labeled by the text model as prohibited 
Error rate is shown below. 

Introduction 
 

Avito.ru is the biggest online classified advertising platform in Russia. 
The more buyers we attract the more attractive site is for swindlers to upload prohibited content. 
With all the power of people moderation we've met all the challenges related to user content and its quality. 
At a certain point of time validating all the items inflow by scaling moderation team became unrealistic. 
Thus having tremendous amount of data we've started to implement modern machine learning approaches first with text models only. But users 
frequently post items without detailed text description, with only several images present. Without keywords in item description it's almost 
impossible to detect and filter items with illicit content using text models.  
 

Possibility to use all the visual information from posted images is crucial as it is the only way to detect illicit items in such case.  
Deep convolutional neural networks are known to be very successful in image classification tasks hence they were used and trained on the image 
datasets that are full of unique and very specific user content.  
 

Model: Phones & Masked Phones 
 

Fake phone numbers are used for account registration. At the same time 
real numbers are drawn over images to avoid phone number verification 
that is used in the system. 
Two models were trained on the same dataset but with difference in 
preprocessing. So called masked model was trained on images with special 
mask applied to help the network to learn specific features not related to 
the whole image content. 

Image Classification Service Design 
 

Items image processing was expected to become a `bottleneck' of the whole antifraud system.  
However we've designed highly efficient Picture Detector service that is able to process 1500 items per 20 seconds. 
Avegare processing time of one item in one worker is 0.41 sec. The whole service can handle up to 200K items per hour in peak. 
Only items with images are processed. Keep in mind that some items can have several images. 
 

The schema of 1 worker is provided above. We use 5 workers on each of the 6 servers.  
All CNN predictions are performed in GPU mode on NVIDIA Tesla K40 on each server using Caffe framework. 

Results and future work 
 

•With the power of NVIDIA GPUs and Caffe framework we've built 
efficient Picture Detector service with high potential predictive capacity 
 

•~80% of detected images with contact information with predicted 
probability of more than 0.9 are blocked 
 

•Prohibited content models were able to improve corresponding text 
models sufficiently. They cover from 30% to 50% of prohibited items not 
detected by text models 
 

•Category model was tested successfully. It will be used as a detector of 
incorrect photos in Real Estate category 
 

•Category model can be used as helpful recommendation feature: 
structure of Avito categories can be sophisticated for new users. We can 
recommend category and subcategory for their items with high quality 
 

•Future work: Indoor / Outdoor for Real Estate, Face Detector 

Model: Category 
 

With the internal category hierarchy we were able to collect big 
classification image dataset. This dataset then was used to train neural 
network for category prediction.  
Within selected category it's possible to predict subcategory with high 
accuracy. 
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